ABSTRACT The famous video coding standards of this era, such as high efficiency video coding (HEVC) and H.264/AVC, offer numerous coding parameters to enhance the compression ratio. These standards exploited a robust rate-distortion optimization (RDO) methodology to select the appropriate macroblock (MB) coding parameters, such as prediction type, modes, and block sizes. The exploitation of the RDO technique contributes significantly to increase the computational complexity of the coding process. In this paper, a generalized multi-layer framework is presented, which provides a hierarchical optimized way to select MB prediction parameters. Each layer of the proposed framework incorporates multiple innovative algorithms to shortlist the candidate prediction parameters prior to the RDO process. Moreover, in order to select the suitable prediction type and block size for intra-prediction, two techniques are proposed. The presented framework is flexible enough to accommodate various mode selection techniques that make it excellent choice to be used in the modern coding standards. The experimental results show that coding time is reduced up to 74% without significant loss in visual video.
I. INTRODUCTION
The revolutionary video coding standards High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [1] - [3] and H.264/AVC [4] are created by the consolidated endeavors of ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group and ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group. Better visual quality, compression ratio and enhanced peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are provided by these standards when contrasted with the past standards. The reason of these enhanced capabilities is the adaptation of numerous new schemes in these standards. These new schemes are: rate distortion optimization (RDO), directional intra prediction of blocks, de-blocks filtering, context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) [5] , multi-reference frame motion estimation (ME), variable block sizes ME and integer transform (DCT). The problem is that the consideration of these schemes enhances the computational complexity of encoder especially by RDO and variable block size motion estimation [6] - [8] .
The fundamental coding unit is a macroblock (MB, i.e. 16×16 pixels) for a video frame processing in H.264/AVC standard. The following two are the prediction types for encoding the MBs:
• Intra-Predicted (I-MB): where reconstructed pixels of the neighboring MBs in the present frame are utilized for foreseeing an MB.
• Inter-Predicted (P-MB): where foreseeing of an MB is performed with the assistance of the reconstructed pixels from the previous frames An H.264/AVC offers different coding modes with variable block sizes for intra and inter-prediction. These modes help in better portrayal of the temporal and spatial description of an MB. For luma intra-prediction, two block sizes i.e. 4×4 and 16×16 are used. Nine prediction modes are available for a luma 4×4 and for luma 16×16 and chroma 8×8 blocks, there are four modes. Eight of these nine prediction modes are directional and the staying one is DC i.e. mode 2 (for luma 4×4). Also for luma 16×16 and chroma 8×8, three out of four modes are directional and only one i.e. mode 2 is DC. A number of prediction block sizes i.e. 16×16, 16×8, 8×16, 8×8, 8×4, 4×8 and 4×4 are upheld for interprediction. Regardless of the block size, a technique called RDO is employed to find the best coding mode amongst the all conceivable mode combinations in H.264/AVC [9] , [10] . The RDO computes a value called Rate Distortion cost (RDcost) for every conceivable prediction modes. The prediction mode having lowest value of RDcost is considered as the best mode. Along these lines, the number of conceivable intra-prediction modes for each MB are N8×(16×N4+ N16) = 4×(16×9+4) = 592 and for inter-prediction, there are 20 conceivable modes. So, 592 and 20 RDO calculations are done by H.264/AVC in order to pick the most appropriate intra-prediction and inter-prediction mode. This exhaustive searching technique enhances the computational complexity of the encoder and becomes a hurdle for performing real-time encoding. Thus, there is a need to reduce this complexity in order to achieve efficient encoding for real-time applications.
This article proposes a general multi-layer framework for choosing suitable prediction parameters for an MB to diminish the computational complexity and overheads regarding RDO process. The displayed structure of the framework includes various techniques to pick suitable macroblock prediction type, appropriate block size selection for intraprediction, SKIP mode early recognition and directional mode choice for both intra and inter prediction mode. Temporal and spatial statistics of video sequence, Quantization Parameter (QP), prediction modes of already coded neighboring MBs and thresholds based on motion-field statistics are exploited by these schemes before using the costly RDO process. The results obtained from experiments prove the fact that the presented framework significantly reduced the computational complexity and decreased the coding time while achieving negligible loss in video quality.
The remaining article is structured as follows: Literature review and statistical analysis are covered in section II and III, respectively. In section IV, the proposed multi-layer framework is illustrated followed by experimental results in section V. At the end, the conclusion is presented in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Several efforts have been performed by researchers to lessen the H.264/AVC encoder's computational complexity by proposing different schemes for selection of prediction parameters of an MB. The main theme of these schemes is to produce a smaller set of candidate modes for RDO calculation by eliminating the inappropriate modes and block sizes. Some of these schemes aim to early detect SKIP mode. Some states for SKIP mode early decision was discussed by Jeon's [11] and Choi's et al. [12] . SKIP mode was considered the best mode in it if all of these states were satisfied. So the remaining modes don't undergo the RDcost computation. To further improve the quality of this work, some other states obtained by exploiting adjacent MBs temporal and spatial coding details were proposed in [13] . Sum-of-Absolute-Transformed-Differences (SATD) concept was used by Saha et al. [14] for early detection of SKIP mode. In this technique all the modes were divided in to two groups i.e. group one comprises only SKIP mode and all other modes were in group two. First it is tested whether the SKIP mode is the optimal mode or not. If it is the optimal mode then all other modes don't undergo the RDcost computation. Otherwise, all the remaining modes go through the RDcost computation. This technique is not successful for the video sequences having detailed regions or fast motion.
Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) concept with threshold value was deployed by some schemes [20] , [21] to minimize the suitable inter-prediction modes list that have to undergo the RDO calculations. The approach of these schemes is simple, SAD value of an MB is matched against a threshold value to exclude the unnecessary modes. In [20] adaptive thresholds along with RDcost statistics were used to minimize that list while MB's activity related to its residual complexities (i.e. global and local) was exploited in [21] to shorten the inter-prediction modes list. Despite of the fact that schemes based on SAD are quite fast, yet to find the accurate threshold value is a difficult task. The quality of the video may be degraded significantly if an inappropriate value of the threshold is selected.
The concept of spatial homogeneity of an MB to find the appropriate modes of inter-prediction for RDcost calculation was used by Zhu et al. [22] . In this work, the Soble operator was applied on a down-sampled image to find the edge information (spatial homogeneity) of an MB. The scheme may give unsatisfactory results where the video sequence contains textured objects having smooth motion. Jing and Chau [23] tried to remove inappropriate modes of inter-prediction by taking in to account the temporal homogeneity concept of an MB. First, it is found whether the current MB belongs to the homogeneous portions or not. Mean Absolute Frame Difference (MAFD) and Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) values of the current MB are calculated to find it. The MAFD is the value obtained from the difference between this frame and previous frame while MAD is the value obtained from the difference between this MB and its same position's MB in the previous frame. Such category of techniques lacks in giving the guarantee for eliminating the unnecessary modes in the case of smooth motion background regions (e.g. video sequences captured by moving camera). Some schemes exploit both of the temporal and spatial homogeneity to find prediction modes. Wu et al. [24] used both of the spatial and temporal homogeneity concepts in the process of mode selection. They used MAD and Sobel operator to measure temporal and spatial homogeneity, respectively. Bharanitharan et al. [26] also developed a scheme targeting both of the spatial and temporal homogeneity by using block homogeneity concept to minimize inter-prediction candidate modes. 16×16 and 8×8 block patterns were used to calculate the MB homogeneity. Some techniques exploiting the concept of motion activity of an MB or adjacent MB's homogeneity are presented in [27] and [28] . In these techniques, if an MB is motion homogeneous or its motion activity is little then large block sizes are selected. Otherwise, the small block sizes are used in all other cases. An analysis about the status of motion activity in adjacent MBs (i.e. spatially and temporally adjacent) was performed by Zeng et al. [27] to find appropriate candidate modes. Liu et al. [28] applied 3 directional measures for motion homogeneity to find optimal inter-prediction mode. The use of normalized vector field to assess directional motion homogeneity was the prime feature of this scheme. At the 4×4 block level, motion estimation was performed to calculate motion vector field. More effective schemes may result if residual complexity concepts are also used inside these techniques beside motion homogeneity.
The major category of mode selection for intra-prediction comprises of techniques that make use of the local edge detection of blocks. All the techniques of this category differ in the way of finding local edge direction of blocks. Pan et al. [29] made use of Sobel operator to find local edge direction and its amplitude. As a result, a histogram was formed from which the most probable intra-prediction modes were selected for RDO process. Su et al. [30] calculated local edge direction with the help of integer transform. This transform was performed on actual frame. Adaptive threshold were also incorporated to have balance between complexity and compression.
In [31] and [32] , Non-normalized Haar transform (NHT) concept was deployed to discover the sub-blocks edges. This helped to reduce the candidate modes for RDO calculation. The requirement of pre-computations enhanced its overall complexity. Wang et al. [33] deployed the concept of descriptors of edge histogram. So Dominant Edge Strength (DES) was detected from it and only a few modes were chosen for RDO. A technique presented by Elyousfi et al. [34] used the directional information. This technique exploited the similarity in the dominating direction of a smaller and bigger block. For luma components, RDO calculation (RDcost) was performed for 4 modes. The resemblance from adjacent block mode along with this RDcost helped to find the most appropriate 4×4 modes. The appropriate candidate modes for 8×8 and 16×16 luma components were selected by finding the same dominant direction of smaller and bigger blocks. For chroma components, the DC mode is used. Byeongdu et al. [35] made use of Dominant edge direction (DED) for selecting appropriate intra mode. Pixel value addition and subtraction in both horizontal and vertical directions were done to calculate DED. So only for three most likely modes, RDO computation was performed. Another exciting technique to select intra-mode was mentioned by Elyousfi [36] . In this technique the gravity center vectors of blocks concept was utilized. The direction of these vectors helped to reduce the number of candidate modes for RDO calculation. Bharanitharan et al. [37] utilized the texture direction concept using directional change between two adjacent pixels. The inappropriate modes were eliminated with the help of four texture directions i.e. vertical, diagonal-downleft, horizontal and diagonal-downright.
It is evident from the discussion on existing schemes that the way of finding local edge direction affects the overall performance of these schemes. The video quality is also damaged by adapting these schemes though they help in decreasing the computational complexity. The theme of most of the schemes which reduce the RDO process complexity is almost same i.e. to shortlist the candidate modes for RDO for some prediction type (I-MB or P-MB). So, worst case scenarios of all the coding modes need to be performed by these schemes which became them less effective. In the average case scenarios, around half of the modes need to be evaluated. Even in the best case scenarios, at least one mode has to be computed separately for I-MB and P-MB. In short, these schemes still has a significant computational complexity and cannot be applied as such in multimedia realtime applications.
So, there comes a requirement to create a generalized framework which should optimize the selection process of prediction parameters by removing most of the unnecessary block sizes and prediction modes before applying RDO processing. Also, there must not be any significant degradation in video quality by deploying this framework. In order to achieve these requirements, a framework is proposed in this paper which is a comprehensive one in its nature. It not only selects the appropriate prediction modes and prediction type but also finds the most suitable partitions of macroblock. A comprehensive mode elimination methodology is provided to significantly reduce the encoder's computational complexity.
III. OBSERVATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The classification of the regions of video sequences is normally done by seeing their spatial and temporal characteristics. These regions may be categorized as slow motion, high motion, motionless, darker, brighter, textured, uniform motion, complex motion etc. A detailed experimental series is performed on different video sequences to gather the information required for doing statistical examination of prediction parameters selection. To accomplish this task, H.264/AVC reference software was used. The Table 1 shows the encoder configurations for acquiring data to perform statistical analysis. Table 2 and Table 3 list the averaged probability of selecting each prediction parameter. Table 2 portrays the probability of selecting partition of macroblock (i.e. 4×4 or 16×16) for intra-prediction. Majority of the MBs (i.e. 65.56%) are encoded as intra 4×4 and 34.44% are encoded as intra 16×16. The probability of selection of intra 4×4 is greater in Foreman, Mobile, Parkrun and TABLE 2. Intra-prediction modes selection (%) probability.
Tempete video sequences having scenes of high texture while for video sequences like Akiyo, Claire, Intros and Vtc1nw having homogeneous regions, Intra 16×16 selection probability is higher.
It is evident from Table 3 that for most of the MBs (i.e. 98.83%), inter-prediction type is selected while intraprediction is selected for rest of the MBs. This table also concludes that for Akiyo, Claire and Vtc1nw video sequences (i.e. no motion or low motion sequences), SKIP mode is the most selected one and its selection percentage is 57.98%. It is clear from the table that smaller block sizes are chosen for object boundary or irregular motion cases. The large block sizes are chosen for high or low textured objects. The selection of larger block sizes increases as the QP is increased for both inter and intra-prediction.
In the motion estimation process, inter-prediction block sizes may help to reduce the residual or prediction error. The greater block sizes (e.g. 16×8, 8×16, 16×16) are more appropriate for prediction where an MB is part of still region or of homogeneous motion. Such MBs are common in the situations of static background, uniform motion of rigid object and smooth motion of moving background. The effect of selecting larger block sizes in these situations is the reduction of prediction error. On the other hand, if larger block sizes are used in case of high texture or complex motion, it results in greater residual error. So, larger block sizes should be avoided for such situations and small block sizes should be used as these have the capability to properly capture the complex motion. Some of the small block sizes are 8×4, 4×8, 8×8, and 4×4. Fig.1 highlights an example of 2 frames of CIF resolution in which optimal inter-prediction modes are shown by using multiple block sizes for a corresponding MB. These modes are chosen with the help of reference software of the encoder. In the twenty ninth (29th) frame of coastguard stream the camera panning activity gives impression of background motion. As a result, most of the MBs are coded using 16×16 block sizes due to the reflection of homogeneous translation motion for shore and water in the background. As the ripple and boundary regions carry nonuniform motion, these are encoded using small block sizes as shown in Fig.1 (a) . Similarly, the 40th frame of Paris stream carries static background. Large block sizes are used for encoding it due to absence of motion. The boundary region's MBs carrying different motion (e.g. clothes, face, head boundary regions) are encoded using small block sizes as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The small block sizes are suitable in these regions due to their resistance against the residual error.
So it is evident from the above statistical analysis that the contents of the video (spatial and temporal statistics) play a vital role in the appropriate selection of prediction parameters. The SKIP mode is the prime candidate for encoding static or slow motion video sequences. The chances for selecting intra-prediction become higher in the case where MBs represent low motion region. Objects having homogeneous motion are normally encoded by larger block sizes in inter-prediction. Objects carrying irregular motion or for their boundary regions, the smaller block sizes become the better choice of selection. Intra 4×4 becomes the most suitable mode for MBs containing detailed regions while intra 16×16 becomes the ideal mode for MBs carrying smooth regions. There also exists a strong correlation among the coding mode of an MB and spatial and temporal statistics of its neighbors MBs. So these statistics of the adjacent MBs can be utilized efficiently in order to foresee most of the prediction parameters for a video frame.
IV. PROPOSED MULTI-LAYER FRAMEWORK
The presented framework consist of following five layers These layers of the presented muti-layer architecture contains various tools and techniques to extract spatial and temporal features and to select most probable prediction parameters. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the presented framework. The following sections describe in detail the functionally of each layer of the proposed framework. 
A. FEATURES EXTRACTION
According to statistical analysis performed in section III, macroblock prediction parameters are highly correlated with the spatial and temporal characteristics of the current MB and its neighboring MBs. In order to foretell about suitable prediction parameters, the following features are exploited in this work.
1) BRIGHTNESS (B)
The brightness of an MB is the average over all pixel intensities values of its luminance component Y(m,n). This statistical measure is used to classify an MB being a part of the dark or bright region of video frame. The following expression is used to compute the brightness of an MB.
Zero SAD of an MB provides the information about its degree of motion (movement or stillness) with reference to its collocated MB in the previous frame of video sequence in displaying order. The following expression is used to calculate this parameter.
Where Y(u,v) and Z(u,v) indicate the luminance components of current and it's collocated MB in the foregoing frame, respectively.
3) VARIANCE (σ )
This statistical parameter is helpful to determine how each pixel with in an MB varies from the mean or neighboring pixel. Moreover, it can also be used to classify whether MB belongs to smooth or textured area. The variance of an MB is approximately assessed using following expression
4) BLOCK EDGE DESCRIPTORS
The block edge descriptors including edge strength and direction are utilized to foretell intra-prediction mode. The block edge information at each pixel is determined by convolving block with vertical and horizontal Sobel filters. The output of Sobel filters is named as an edge map that consists of edge vectors and each vector is belonging to 4×4 block of a video frame. For each 4×4 block of a frame located at pth row and qth column the edge vector can be described as.
Where Ux p,q and Uy p,q represent the intensity change in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The edge strength or magnitude Z p,q using Ux p,q and Uy p,q can be roughly computed as follows:
The block edge direction θ p,q can be determined by using following equation
5) MOTION ACTIVITY (MA) AND RESIDUAL COMPLEXITY (RC)
Motion activity or homogeneity of an MB provides the information whether motion activity with in an MB is low (motionhomogeneous) or high (non-homogeneous). The residual complexity or prediction error of an MB is defined by sum of absolute difference (SAD) of its constituent 8×8 blocks. These features are used to foretell inter-prediction modes and are computed using light weight 3-D Recursive Search (3-D RS) motion estimator [38] The partition P t can be either row R t in Fig.3 (a) or column C t in Fig.3(b) . The vertical and horizontal MA and RC of an MB p,q are computed with the help of Eq.9, Eq.10 and Eq.11, respectively.
The average MB residual complexity (AMB_RC) and frame residual complexity (FRC) are calculated with the help of Eq.12 and Eq.13, respectively.
SAD k (13) Where N represents the number of MBs in the frame and W, H are its width and height.
6) PREDICTION TYPE STATISTICS (PTS)
These statistics provide the information on how many spatial and temporal neighboring MBs of current MB are predicted as intra. The following expressions are used for collecting prediction type statistics
7) MOTION-FIELD STATISTICS (MFS)
The sum of absolute difference (SAD) of the spatial and temporal neighboring MBs of current MB are used to obtain the motion-fields statistics. The following equations are used to compute the motion-fields statistics Fig.4 displays the current MB and its spatial and temporal neighboring MBs. In proposed methodology, a scaled down frame is used to compute the brightness, block edge statistics, variance and Zero SAD of an MB. The motive behind the exploitation of down sized image is to minimize the computations involve in feature extraction process. The frame down sizing factor is set to four. In down sized frame, one pixel indicates the 4×4 block of original frame and 4×4 block is equivalent to an MB i.e 16×16 block.
B. PREDICTION TYPE DECISION
It is evident from statistical analysis presented in section III, prediction type decision is critical and contributed significantly to computational complexity of the RDO process. In order to minimize its contribution, this decision should be made at the start of prediction parameters selection process. This layer comprises of the proposed scheme to made decision regarding prediction type (I-MB or P-MB) of an MB. In which a machine learning-based solution is presented that classify each MB in one of the three pre-defined classes using Adaboost classifier. The training data that is used to model Adaboost classifier comprises of various spatial and temporal features including brightness, Zero SAD, variance, residual complexity, prediction type statistics and motion-field statistics. The training data is acquired from test streams listed in Table 4 . Then the aforementioned spatial and temporal features of an MB and prediction type selected by the RDO process are considered as the learning set for the classifier.
For each test macroblock MB p,q with feature vector V p,q = {B, SAD z , σ, RC, PTS spatial , PTS temporal , MFS spatial , MFS temporal }, the decision about class is made based on class probability given by classifier. Suppose LH_C1 and LH_C2 represent the likelihood of occurrence of class 1 and Class 2, respectively. The class selection criteria is given in Table 5 . The threshold T is adjusted to 0.6 after exhaustive simulations on various video streams. As a result of such categorization, the decision about prediction type for most of the MBs is made that significantly minimized the computational complexity of the RDO process.
C. PRIOR MODE ELIMINATION
Two main decisions are made at this layer of the framework. First one is related to inter-predicted MBs i.e SKIP mode early detection and second belongs to intra-predicted MBs i.e appropriate prediction block size (16×16 or 4×4) selection. These decisions eliminate most of the unlikely modes for both prediction types.
1) EARLY DETECTION OF SKIP MODE
An H.264 JM reference encoder [41] computes RDcost for all possible coding modes for each MB and encode it using mode that minimizes the RDcost. The statistical analysis shows that in case of inter-predicted MBs, SKIP mode overlooks among all the candidate modes particularly for video streams comprising homogeneous regions (slow-motion or still contents). This analysis demonstrates that procedure regarding detection of SKIP mode should be executed before beginning the inter-prediction mode selection process to avoid the RDcost computations for the remaining candidate modes that results in remarkably reduction of computational complexity. In this work, Jeon's technique [11] is exploited for SKIP mode early detection. The following are the steps of this algorithm
• Accomplish ME for an MB by exploiting 16×16 division and one reference frame. It gives motion vector and predicted MB as output.
• Calculate the residual/prediction error by subtracting predicted MB from actual MB data.
• Subtract the predicted motion vector (obtain from neighboring MBs motion vectors) from the actual motion vector (obtain through ME) in order to compute the motion vector difference (MVD).
• Transformed and quantized the prediction error to calculate the quantized coefficients.
• If MVD and quantized coefficients are zero than SKIP mode is selected. Otherwise, rest of the modes are candidate modes for inter prediction.
2) BLOCK SIZE SELECTION FOR INTRA-PREDICTION
In video coding for intra prediction, the selection of proper block size plays vital role to significantly decrease the prediction error and to enhance the coding efficiency. Generally, 4×4 is appropriate block size for MBs belonging to high textured or detailed regions and 16×16 is suitable for MBs being a part of smooth regions or low textured areas of a video sequence. In H.264/AVC, RDO is performed both for block sizes 16×16 and 4×4 without considering which block size is suitable. This approach increases overall computational complexity of the encoder. If it is possible to detect MBs belonging to smooth or low textured regions of video sequence then RDcost calculation for 4×4 prediction modes can be avoided because 16×16 block size is suitable for intra-prediction. Similarly, recognition of detailed or high textured MBs can be fruitful to skip RDcost computation for 16×16 prediction modes. Based on these observations, a technique is proposed to select an appropriate block for intra-prediction. In this technique, the task of suitable block size selection (4×4 or 16×16) is modeled as classification dilemma that utilizes AdaBoost classifier to categorize each MB into one of the three pre-defined classes. The training data that used to model Adaboost classifier comprises of two spatial features of an MB including brightness and variance. The training data is acquired from video streams listed in Table 4 . Then the aforementioned features of an MB and block size for intra-prediction determined by the RDO are considered as the learning set for the classifier. For each test macroblock MB p,q with feature vector V p,q = {B, σ }, the decision about class is made based on class probability given by the classifier. Suppose LH_C1 and LH_C2 represent the likelihood of occurrence of class 1 and Class 2, respectively. The class selection criteria is mentioned in Table 6 . The threshold T is adjusted to 0.6 after exhaustive simulations on various video streams. As a result of such categorization, the decision about intra-prediction block size for most of the MBs is made that significantly minimizes the computational complexity of the RDO process and speed-up the coding process.
D. QUICK MODE SELECTION
The basic purpose of this layer is to reduce the candidate intra and inter-prediction modes for RDO process. It comprises two techniques one for inter-prediction mode selection [39] and other for intra-prediction mode selection [40] . The following sections briefly describe these techniques.
1) MODE SELECTION FOR INTER-PREDICTION
Inter-prediction mode selection algorithm is based on the observations that optimum inter-prediction mode for an MB is highly correlated with its motion activity and residual complexity. In this approach, each MB p,q is classified into one of the five predefined classes when the specified conditions hold true. Based on its class, candidate inter-prediction modes are selected for RDO process. Table 7 enlists the conditions, corresponding classes and candidate inter-prediction modes.
The thresholds T1 and T2 are functions of average MB residual complexity (AMB_RC) and frame residual complexity (FRC). These thresholds are adjusted with the help of Eq.18 and Eq.19, respectively.
Where weights W1 and W2 are a function of quantization parameter (QP) and are adjusted according to Eq.20 and Eq.21, respectively.
The value of thresholds V1 and V2 is adjusted to 0.5 and 1.0, respectively.
In case of class 2, further analysis is performed to take a decision whether 8×4, 4×8 and 4×4 (smaller block sizes) belong to set of candidate modes or not. For each 8×8 block B k in MB m,n with SAD k the decision about small prediction modes (8×4, 4×8 and 4×4) is made according to following criteria:
• If SAD k < T3, Ignore all small prediction modes.
• If SAD k > T4, Consider all small prediction modes.
• Otherwise, Consider 8×4 and 4×8 Where
2) MODE SELECTION FOR INTRA PREDICTION
The algorithm for intra prediction mode selection exploits the block edge information including edge strength and direction to short list most suitable modes for RDO process. For each 4×4 luma block, let θ and β = θ + π/2 indicate its edge and prediction direction, respectively. Table 8 illustrates the primary intra-prediction mode corresponding to prediction direction. VOLUME 6, 2018 DC mode (2) is suitable for predicting smooth regions of video frame and has no dominant edge direction. Therefore, this mode is taken as a candidate prediction mode for all intra 4×4 blocks. Moreover, two neighboring modes of the primary prediction mode with respect to direction are also considered as candidate modes for RDO process. For example, if Mode 1 is the primary prediction mode for a block, then Mode 2, Mode 8 and Mode 6 will be three additional candidate prediction modes. In short, for each 4×4 block, 4 modes out of 9 go for RDcost calculation.
For each 16×16 luma and 8×8 chroma blocks, edge direction histogram is constructed with the help of their corresponding 4×4 blocks in order to determine the dominant edge direction. Table 9 enlists the mechanism to compute the histogram for luma 16×16. Where β = θ + π/2 is the prediction direction of each constituent 4×4 block of luma 16×16 component. Each bin of histogram adds up the edge strength of all 4×4 blocks having same prediction direction. The highest magnitude bin represents the most probable prediction direction for a block. The dominant prediction direction is used to select the primary prediction mode. In this algorithm, only those bins are considered for calculation of primary prediction mode that consists of at least five blocks.
For 8×8 chroma component, the same method is used as that of luma 16×16 except the mode order and there is no bound on similar direction blocks in histogram bin. Table 10 illustrates the histogram computation procedure for chroma 8×8 block. Based on the above described method, for both 16×16 luma block and 8×8 chroma block, one primary prediction mode is selected. The DC prediction mode is always candidate mode for them. Therefore, for luma 16×16 and chroma 8×8, two modes out of four are shortlisted for RDO process.
E. RDO MODE EXCLUSION
At this layer, conventional RDO technique is used to compute the RDcost for shortlisted candidate prediction parameters instead of all. The prediction parameters with least RDcost are selected for MB coding.
F. OVERALL ENCODING FLOW
The training process of Adaboost classifier is performed offline and trained models are loaded at the start of the encoding process. Fig.5 shows the encoding flow of the proposed multi-layer framework.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In order to assess the performance, JVT Reference Software [41] for H.264 is used to integrate the proposed framework. A series of experiments is done on intel core-i3 machine having 2 GB RAM. Multiple frame resolution video sequences are used carrying varying nature of motion contents. For example QCIF (144×176), CIF (352×288), NTSC (720×480), 720p (1280×720) and 1080p (1920×1080). There exist 4 different QP i.e. 40, 36, 32 and 28 for which every test sequence is encoded. −32 to +32 pels range is set for searching motion vector having resolution as 1/4 pels. In JM reference encoder, RDO is enabled and reference frame number is set as 5. For each of the QP value, the individual test sequence is run thrice and average result values are utilized.
To compare the performance of the proposed framework with existing state of the art techniques, 3 metrics (i.e. speedup in time (TS), Bjontegaard delta peak signal-to-noise ratio (BDPSNR) [42] and Bjontegaard delta bit-rate (BDBR)) are used. The equation below describes the calculation for TS value: • The negative values of performance measure metrics reflect a decrease
A. PREDICTION TYPE DECISION
The test streams of resolutions QCIF, CIF and NTSC each having 100 frames length are taken to judge the speed-up in RDO performance due to the selection of prediction type. The first most frame of each sequence is encoded as I-frame and all other frames are encoded as P-frames. Table 11 describes the detailed results of the proposed scheme to make decision about prediction types. These results specify that the proposed scheme is faster than the searching method used in reference software by an amount of 25.61%. Also, it is evident from the table that there is only a slight increase of 0.169% in BDBR and a small reduction of 0.0006 dB of BDPSNR in the proposed scheme which is negligible. Washdc sequence gains the extreme speed-up of 32.51% while Akiyo sequence receives the lowest speedup of 19.77% which shows the schemes works well for all of the test sequences. Football sequence contains high motion activity because of that it received the extreme gain in BDBR i.e. 1.072% and extreme BDPSNR loss i.e. 0.045. The MBs percentages falling in one of the 3 classes are also shown in Table 11 . It is clear that the overall percentage of MBs which fall in Class 1 is quite small. The test sequences for which majority of the MBs fall in Class 2 received highest speed-up gains because RDcost is calculated only for inter-prediction. For example the speed-up of test sequences Washdc and Foreman are 32.51% and 31.53 %, respectively. If we look in to the number of MBs of these sequences which fall in Class 2, these are 93.93% for Washdc and 92.59% for Foreman. For sequences MaD and Akiyo, 33.78% and 31.94% of MBs fall in class 3, so the speed-up for these sequences is lower i.e. 19.93% and 19.77%, respectively. The reason for lower gain in speed-up is that RD cost is computed for inter as well as for intra prediction.
As shown from Fig 6 , the RD performance of the proposed as well as reference software are very close to each other for multiple sequences.
B. BLOCK SIZE DETECTION FOR INTRA-PREDICTION
The test streams with three different resolution i.e. CIF, NTSC and QCIF are used to assess the gain in speed-up due to the presented Intra-Prediction Block Size Detection algorithm. All of these streams are of 100 frames length and all of the frames are encoded as I-frame. Table 12 depicts the Intra-prediction detection results. It is evident from these results that a total gain of 18.34% is achieved in speed-up due to the proposed technique as compared to the search method used in the reference software. Also the average increase in BDBR and decrease in BDPSNR is negligible i.e. 0.548% and 0.045%, respectively. Moreover, Table 11 reflects the number of blocks assigned to the different classes. Speed-up gain for encoder (TS) is more for Class 1 or Class 2 MBs. It can be seen for the video sequence Mobile, as there are 95.29% of MBs which are categorized in Class 1, 2 in CIF resolution. So the result is the overall speedup gain of 26.18% with only 0.099% increase in BDBR and 0.009dB decrease in BDPSNR (both are negligible).
In Fig.7 , the RD curves are drawn both for JM reference software and intra-prediction block size detection approach. It is clear from these graphs that the results of RD performance are quite close to each other for both of these schemes.
C. OVERALL PERFORMANCE
The performance comparison of the proposed framework with the previous works is done with the help of 5 multiple frame resolutions (i.e. NTSC, CIF, 720p, QCIF and 1080p). Simulation is done for both IPPPPP and all intra configurations. 
1) EVALUATION AGAINST IPPPPPP ENCODING STRUCTURE
In this section, 100 frames are encoded in IPPPPP configuration for all test streams. It means that for each video sequence, the first frame is encoded as I-frame and remaining ones as P frames. The results in terms of TS, BDPSNR and BDBR are presented in Table 13 for multiple video streams. It is clear from these results that the proposed framework worked excellent and an overall 73.25% gain in speed-up is achieved for encoding time. 0.461% is the increase in BDBR and 0.032 dB is the decrease in BDPSNR (both are negligible). The proposed framework exhibits persistent performance for multiple resolutions video streams having 87% as the maximum gain in encoding speed and 65% as the minimum. This gain is achieved at the cost of slight increase in BDBR and slight decrease in BDPSNR (i.e. 0.956% and 0.067dB, respectively in the worst case scenario) [21] by saving encoding time up to 28%, 60% and 11%, respectively. Fig.8 contains the RD curves of both of the proposed and reference software. It is clear from this figure that the results of both of these techniques for multiple video sequences are quite similar.
2) EVALUATION AGAINST ALL INTRA ENCODING STRUCTURE
In this section, 300 frames for all test streams are encoded as I-Frame for simulating results. Table 17, Table 18 and VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 9. RD curves against all intra encoding structure. Table 19 exhibits the performance comparison of the proposed framework in terms of BDBR, BDPSNR and TS with the previous classic schemes for intra configuration.
The results reflect the fact that the proposed framework saves TS of the encoder on an average by about 74.25%. The increase in BDBR is 3.585% and decrease in BDPSNR is 0.264dB. [37] are considered than it shows that these schemes reduce TS by 58.26%, 58.06% and 68.47%, respectively. The BDBR values are increased by 3.960%, 3.338% and 3.291%, respectively. Similarly, the BDPSNR loss for these schemes is 0.273 dB, 0.221 dB and 0.252 dB, respectively. So the proposed framework surpasses these three classic techniques in terms of saving encoding time on the average by an amount 15.99%, 16.19% and 5.78%, respectively.
The proposed framework's comprehensive performance for multiple resolutions intra-frame sequences is depicted by Table 20 . It shows that the proposed framework performs precisely for multiple resolutions test sequences and gains 73.66% average speed-up in encoding time. The average increase in BDBR is 3.409% and decrease in BDPSNR is 0.232dB.
The RD performance outcomes of the proposed framework are also just like the reference full search scheme for multiple video sequences, as shown by the RD curves of Fig.9 .
VI. CONCLUSION
A computationally efficient multi-layer framework for macroblock prediction parameters selection is proposed in this paper. The presented approaches for selecting appropriate block size for intra-prediction and for prediction type decision are innovative and give acceptable results for variety of test sequences. The experimental results for H.264/AVC encoder show the effectiveness of the proposed framework as compared to the existing techniques. In terms of encoding efficiency, it outperformed the existing methodologies. The flexibility of the framework to adopt any combination of complexity reduction schemes makes it ideal to deploy in different situations. The proposed framework also works excellent in resource constraint environments like portable devices. 
